St Joseph’s Catholic High School
Covid Catch-up Support Expenditure
What is the Covid Catch-up Support Exenditure?
The Covid Catch-Up Premium gives state-funded schools additional funding to support pupils who were
adversely effected by the lockdown experience from March – July 2020. The school was awarded £64 000. In
drawing up this plan we’ve consulted our Leadership Team and our Heads of Department as well as having an
eye on the research at https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learningtoolkit/

Initiatives
Personal and
targeted teaching
and learning
support to help
bridge the
learning gaps
created by
absence from
school

Securing Key
knowledge and
concepts in a
series of
sequential steps

Description
English Teacher full time for the duration
of one year

Amount
£3703 per
month

Those whom we are aware of
falling behind the expected
level of progress in
September after lockdown
Maths teacher extra one day a week for
£902.10 per
who
do
not
reach
the
the duration of one year
month
required level after the PPE
exams in October are
provided with additional
tuition, peer support, small
group discussions, or
homework, so that they can
reach the expected level.
English CGP books: textbooks and
Exam Board endorsed text
workbooks for each student in Year 10books designed to
£4702.50
11
supplement mastery teaching
where learning is broken into
subject matter and learning
Maths: textbooks and workbooks for
£3205.95
content into units with clearly
each student in Year 10-11
specified objectives which are
Science textbooks and student
£3543.86
pursued until they are
workbooks for each student in Year 10achieved. Learners work
11 : Revision, Practical and exam
through
each block of content
focus(Biology, Chemistry, Physics,
in
a
series
of sequential steps
Combined Science)
and must demonstrate a high
level of success on tests,
typically about 80%, before
progressing to the next unit.
Those who do not reach the
required level are provided
with additional tuition, peer
support, small group
discussions, or homework, so
that they can reach the
expected level.
My GCSE Science: On line support
EEF Studies consistently find
£2844
programme for science that particularly
that digital technology is
provides areas of the curriculum that
associated with moderate
couldn’t be accessed easily through on
learning gains: on average,
line school based learning platforms such
an additional four months’
as Microsoft Teams ; for example;
progress.
experiments which can’t be accessed
during this time
Total expected and planned expenditure
£66850.31

